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Abstract: Enterprise security planning (ESP) is the aligning of information security policies 
and practices and applicable security technologies with the business rules and the evolving 
information models and technical architectures being used by a government agency or 
business. In this paper ESP is discussed and its security knowledge management tools (SKMT) 
are proposed along with implementation issues of SKMT with the secure intelligent mobile 
agents, within the context of prevailing Enterprise Architecture (EA) methodologies - the most 
notable being the pioneering framework developed and described by Zachman. Using the 
Zachman Framework as a foundation, we propose the development of an ESP methodology 
and its implementation using modern analytic methods and techniques. We show that this 
allows information security to be integrated into the overall Enterprise Architecture (EA) of a 
Government agency or business. We ensure that the resulting ESP techniques will be 
compatible with the Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) Reference Model, Capital 
Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) guidelines, and provide the baseline for continuous 
Security Program Management as required by the Federal Information Security Management 
Act. With the implementation of ESP’s  SKMT elements, we propose an ´´expert in a box´´ 
solution in which the knowledge to manage a security “incident” exists in the form of a 
community of intelligent secure mobile agents present within the system itself.  
 
Keywords: Enterprise Security Planning, Zachman Framework, Network Security, Mobile Agents 
Security. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Since the passage of the Clinger-Cohen Act [Clinger, 1996] all federal agencies are mandated to 
develop enterprise architectures. The E-Government Act, Title III, includes the Federal Information 
Security Management Act (FISMA) [FISMA 2002].  FISMA continues the annual review and 
reporting requirements introduced by earlier legislation but also includes new provisions aimed at 
further strengthening the security (i.e. integrity, confidentiality, and availability) of Federal 
government’s information and information systems.  In implementing Clinger-Cohen, the Federal 
CIO Council and its working groups have developed a Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework 
(FEAF) [FEAF, 1999] and the program management office has published a set of  Office of 
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Management and Budget (OMB)  suggested references models associated with it [Architecture, 
2000], [FCIO, 2000], [FEA,2001].  The reference models are to be used in describing the business, 
technology, data and application, and service/performance components of an agency.  OMB also 
designed an IT portfolio management system for Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) 
[FCIO, 2000] and requires yearly compliance in providing updates on enterprise architectures by 
filing yearly reports.  
 
The highly critical process, in this age of increased security, involving the creation and integration of 
an information security architecture within the Enterprise Architecture (EA) is given only ancillary 
attention even though an information security architecture is essential to having a completed EA. 
Equally important, a security architecture is absolutely necessary to fully understand the nature of all 
information technology threats facing an enterprise.  A security architecture is also necessary to 
satisfy the increased security requirements of FISMA and its’ annual reporting demands. Generally 
this need for security integration is well understood and many agencies have commented that research 
in this area should be aggressively pursued so that their respective security staffs could better 
participate with on-going EA activities. If information security is to be both cost effective and 
operationally efficient in the 21st century, Enterprise Security Planning (ESP) is a “must have” 
requirement.   
 
Enterprise security planning is the aligning of information security policies and practices and 
applicable security technologies with the business rules and the evolving information models and 
technical architectures being used by a government agency or business. Additionally, security 
management information needs to utilize the technology of “wireless” to allow timely dissemination 
in a “wireless” world.  In this paper we discuss ESP and its security knowledge management tools 
(SKMT) implemented with secure intelligent mobile agents consistent with prevailing Enterprise 
Architecture (EA) methodologies - the most notable being the pioneering framework developed and 
described by Zachman [Zachman, 1987],[Sowa, 1992],[Zachman, 1995],[Zachman 1995],[Zachman, 
2004].  
 
There are a number of different frameworks used to build enterprise architectures.  The earliest and 
which often serves as a benchmark reference framework for others is the Zachman Framework 
[O’Rouke, 2003], [Zachman, 2004].  In the Untied States government there are several derivative 
frameworks that the Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) used by federal agencies in 
the United States, the Treasury Enterprise Architecture Framework (TEAF) that predated the FEAF 
and now relates to it and the Department of Defence Architecture Framework (DODAF).  The 
Open Group developed its own framework that focuses more on IT than business architecture and 
incorporates Zachman, the FEAF and the DODAF.   
 
In the course of its certification training, the Federal Enterprise Architecture FEAC Institute has 
developed a Security framework that is based on the Zachman cells, the Security Knowledge 
Framework (SKF) (Braithwaite, 2003). In this paper we discuss how the SKF enables an advanced 
security analysis methodology that is integrated with existing enterprise architecture techniques. We 
then discuss the implementation of SKMTs, which create an enterprise–wide environment where 
appropriate security information is available on demand and is effectively integrated with other 
organizational governance systems, using secure intelligent mobile agents as the “expert in a box”.  
 
2.  Enterprise Architecture Models 
 
An Enterprise Architecture (EA) is the explicit documented description of the current and desired 
relationships among program/business and management processes and information technology. It 
describes the “current architecture” and “target architecture” to include the rules and standards 
and systems life cycle information to optimize and maintain the environment which the agency 
wishes to create and maintain by managing its information technology portfolio.  The EA must 
also provide a strategy that will enable the agency to support its current state and also act as the 
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roadmap for transition to its target environment.  These transition processes will include an 
agency’s capital planning and investment control processes, agency EA planning processes, and 
agency systems life cycle methodologies. 

 
Agencies must implement the EA consistent with the following principles [OMB, 2000]: 
• Develop information systems that facilitate interoperability, application portability, and 

scalability of electronic applications across networks of heterogeneous hardware, 
software, and telecommunications platforms. 

• Meet information technology needs through cost effective intra-agency and inter-agency 
sharing, before acquiring new information technology resources; and 

• Establish a level of security for all information systems that is commensurate to the risk 
and magnitude of harm resulting from the loss, misuse, unauthorized access to, or 
modification of the information stored or flowing through these systems.   

 
Security is commensurate with the risk and magnitude of the harm resulting from loss, misuse, or 
unauthorized access to or modification of information.  This includes assuring that systems and 
applications used by the agency operate effectively and provide appropriate confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability, through the use of cost-effective management, personnel, operational, 
and technical controls [OMB, 2000]. Protecting information and information systems from 
unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to provide – 
(A) integrity, which means guarding against improper information modification or destruction, 
and includes ensuring information non repudiation and authenticity; (B) confidentiality, which 
means preserving authorized restrictions on access and disclosure, including means for protecting 
personal privacy and proprietary information; and (C) availability, which means ensuring timely 
and reliable access to and use of information [FIS, 2002]. 

 
Clearly, a reading of these operative definitions leads one to conclude that the most effective and 
efficient time to identify and specify the integrity, confidentiality, and availability requirements 
of information and information systems is when the architecture of the enterprise, as a whole, is 
being defined and documented.  
 
3. The FEAC Security Knowledge Framework  

 
The Security Knowledge Framework (SKF) (Fig. 1)and (Fig. 2 derived from the original works of 
John Zachman, equips the enterprise with an analytic guide to assure that appropriate information 
security “artifacts” and systems security knowledge is being gathered and/or created to develop 
an enterprise architecture complete with an integrated “security architecture” [Braithwaite, 2003]. 
The SKF can also be used to guide an audit of existing system security “artifacts” and supporting 
documentation needed for “due diligence” purposes and for certification and accreditation 
activities.   
 
As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for each of the thirty-six cells (i.e. the intersection of rows and 
columns of the Zachman Framework described above), specific information security 
interrogatives, “artifacts”, and supporting items of documentation are identified.  During an EA 
exercise, the contents of every cell are identified and gathered and/or created as the essential 
relationship of each to the overall security architecture of the enterprise becomes clear.  Since the 
SKF is based on the Zachman Framework, it is consistent with the FEAF and can be used as input 
to the DODAF.  It supplements both models by providing a security-focused analysis of on-going 
EA activities and provides agency officials with clearly defined security architecture and plans 
for its implementation.   
 
ESP Project deliverables are indispensable for federal employees and contractors who are tasked 
with: 

• Developing secure enterprise architectures for their agency. 
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• Participating in the EA initiative of their agency for the purpose of developing the 
security architecture for the EA currently under development. 

• Acquiring valuable knowledge needed to effectively integrate security with the on-going 
EA initiatives of the agency. 

• Enhancing existing expertise with a specialized area of knowledge required for 
developing successful enterprise architectures. 

 
 

Fig.1 Security Knowledge Framework (i) 
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Fig. 2 Security Knowledge Framework (ii) 
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The major elements proposed in the ESP are.  

• A Security Knowledge Framework (SKF) 
The Security Knowledge Framework (SKF) is an analytic tool for public use that ensures that during 
any EA undertaking the appropriate and adequate business and security requirements knowledge and 
artifacts are being gathered and/or created, as necessary, for inclusion in the EA of the agency.   

• Security Knowledge Management (SKM) Techniques and Tools 
This element manages an ongoing comprehensive security program – one that maintains consistency 
with the enterprise architecture of the agency.  This project element results in the development of a 
Security Knowledge Management (SKM) model implemented using intelligent secure mobile agents. 
This element builds on the SKF and functions within the existing systems management framework of 
the IT organization using the developed SKM toolset.  The SKM automates traditional security 
methodologies with knowledge management functionality to centralize the coordination, collection, 
and analysis of security-related information (content) and the distribution of the results of such 
analysis to appropriate employees within the enterprise in a clear, concise, and timely manner. We 
advocate an ´´expert in a box´´ solution in which the knowledge to manage a security “incident” 
exists virtually within the system itself in the form of a community of intelligent secure mobile agents.  
This concept is very important and seems to be needed because one does not always have easy access 
to expert knowledge about a developing security incident and the proper course of action to take while 
in a “wireless” operational setting. 
 
The developed SKM, and its’ mobile agent implementation, will be comprised of the following five 
security management components and will easily integrate with the existing IT and EA management 
practices required of Clinger-Cohen and the FISMA of 2002. 

• Security Policy Management:  The policy management module of the SKM will enable 
organizations to import or create security policies based on ISO, NIST or industry-unique 
standards, distribute them on-line, educate and train employees, and track compliance, 
exceptions and violations. We propose the design of an implementation of this function using 
secure mobile agents.  This capability greatly eases annual reporting required of FISMA. 

• Threat Management: The threat management module provides organizations with a proactive 
approach to the management of threats affecting information and technology assets by 
notifying the owners and users of system of assets when new vulnerabilities are identified. 
The threat management module receives threat input from all major threat and vulnerability 
sources, both academic and commercial, and feeds this information to appropriate security 
officials within the enterprise. We propose the design of an implementation of this function 
using secure mobile agents. This capability implements the threat management requirements 
of FISMA. 

• Asset Management: This module of the SKM allows organizations to manage system and 
security assets and the process for determining the proper controls (patches, fixes, updates, 
and procedures) to be implemented on specific infrastructure assets based on use and potential 
risk to the agency. It provides an integrated task management system that alerts users when 
“new” security tasks have been assigned to them and provides a summary of the impact of 
that task on the assets for which they have responsibility. This function is accomplished with 
secure agent technology. This capability implements the security profile management 
requirements of FISMA. 

• Incident Management:  The next module of the SKM allows organizations to dynamically 
create incident-modules for the collection and distribution of security-related content and/or 
documents.  With proper access rights, users will have complete security-related content 
creation and editing functionality, library services, and workflow staging abilities.  Once 
created, these custom modules would be available to all appropriate personnel, specified user 
groups, or merely function as a personal incident description for its’ creator.  This 
management module function will be implemented with secure mobile agent technology. 
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• Collaboration Management:  Finally the SKM will provide the benefit of creating a secure 
collaborative discussion and work area for structured interactions between users relative to a 
particular security subject.  This function will be implemented using secure mobile agents. 

 
5. Implementation of Security Knowledge Management (SKM) Techniques and Tools 
 
Our society is becoming increasingly aware of the need for preventative and recovery measures 
against infrastructure failures and attacks such as cyber-attacks (recently termed cyber-terrorism). In 
a cyber-attack, a malicious party seeks to cause damage to a given resource not through traditional 
means, but through its computer systems. As our society has grown ever more dependant upon 
computer systems as a means for management and monitoring of critical infrastructure resources, so 
too has the need for efficient protection and response mechanisms for such systems. Even greater 
concern lays within the inherent vulnerability faced by smaller, more entities which could easily be 
uprooted by a strategically placed cyber-attack. Such a remote entities within an enterprise, which are 
prevalent across America, often do not have the resources or power to respond to such an attack and 
are faced with a difficult situation which could greatly undermine their critical infrastructure (such as 
banks, water/power, etc.).   
 
One of the greatest threats to cyber-security within our nation lies in the sector of rural, home and 
small business networks. Very often they are poorly administered and few, if any, security 
mechanisms protect the network from potentially dangerous attacks. This leads to a particularly easy 
target for attack from malicious parties. Intrusion into such systems would allow for a jumping point 
into different, perhaps more sensitive enterprise networks. Such sectors in our network infrastructure 
provide a kind of backdoor which could be used to gain access to any given number of resources and 
systems. This plays a particular interest in systems that monitor critical infrastructure such as water 
and power systems, where intrusion and the subsequent takedown of such systems could lead to 
widespread emergency across a community. To circumvent this problem, we propose a Knowledge 
Management (SKM) Techniques and Tools as explained above. These techniques and Tools 
comprised of 5 elements. These elements will be implemented by using secure mobile agent 
technology [Bradshaw, 1997], [Ng, 2000], [Sergio, 2001], [Jansen], [Liotta, 2002], [Jane, 2002], 
[Pham, 1998], [Greenberg, 1998].  
 
Our interest in mobile agents is not motivated by the technology per se but rather by the benefits 
agents provide for creating distributed systems. There are at least eight main benefits, or good 
reasons, to start using mobile agents [Danny, 1999]: They reduce the network load, they overcome 
network latency, they encapsulate protocols, they execute asynchronously and autonomously, they 
adapt dynamically, they are naturally heterogeneous and they are robust and fault-tolerant, personal 
assistance. Agent technology is a new approach of designing software. It focuses on agents as the 
main level of abstraction. Agents are active software components which can either reside at specific 
locations in a network (stationary agents) or travel between network nodes (mobile agents). Agents 
have the ability to find and filter information, negotiate for services, automate complex tasks, and 
collaborate with other software agents to solve even more complex problems [Bradshaw, 1997], [Ng, 
2000], [Sergio, 2001], [Jansen], [Liotta, 2002], [Jane, 2002], [Pham, 1998], [Greenberg, 1998]. 
Agents can combine basic services to provide more complex services. They can be reconfigured 
during runtime by paramaterizing or by dynamically loading or unloading code modules, resulting in 
a component-based approach. Agents require distributed application platforms on which they can 
reside and travel between. These platforms need to provide a certain infrastructure to be used by the 
agents. Agent technology is considered in a wide range of telecommunication applications, such as 
mobile computing, military, electronic marketplaces for service provisioning, network management, 
and more. 
 
We believe that, because of above reasons, mobile agents provides a practical methodology to detect 
and avoid intrusions and large scale attacks as well as provide critical information during such an 
emergency in order for a broader, effective response and prevention in rural, home, small networks 
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and large distributed networks.  We propose that elements of SKM be done by a secure distributed 
agent system. In this system, autonomous and relatively intelligent pieces of software work together 
to maintain security and detect attacks against various network nodes; in case of an intrusion, the 
software will respond by fixing security holes and sharing information with other nationwide 
networks in order to circumvent further attack and minimize damage. This is of paramount 
importance in smaller communities and Enterprises where one does not always have access to expert 
knowledge on security; that’s why we seek to provide an ´´expert in a box´´ solution in which the 
security knowledge, unique to each system, exists within the system itself in the form of a community 
of agents as shown in (Fig. 3).  
The primary factor limiting the widespread availability and acceptance of mobile agents is their 
currently unresolved problems with security. Being a truly distributed environment, the common 
solutions to most enterprise security problems find little application to mobile agents. As a result, new 
approaches must be researched and applied to agent platforms in order to ensure they execute in a 
non-malicious and non-vulnerable manner. Studies have outlined various areas of security concern as 
well as possible solutions within the mobile agent paradigm [Ng, 2000], [Sergio, 2001], [Jane, 2002], 
[Greenberg, 1998], [Jansen], [Ertaul, 2000].   
 
In our research work must be done to address the security problems that hinder widespread acceptance 
of the agent computing paradigm. Specifically, we must develop solutions to attacks from a host 
against a visiting agent so as to address the problem of an adversary (such as a terrorist) gaining 
physical access to a network to undermine its security agent infrastructure. Promising areas such as 
Blackbox Security, Mobile Cryptography and Code Obfuscation seem to offer steps in the right 
direction [Sander], [Sander, 1998], [Hohl, 1998], [Collberg, 1997], [Low, 1998], [McGraw, 2000], 
[Tyma, 2003], [Collberg, 2003], [Ertaul, 2004].  In the implementation of SKM modules these 
directions will be investigated to find proper solution to agent security problem to be able to use 
agents in the implementation of SKM modules.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 “Expert in a box” model for SKM 
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6. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, issues related to the need to develop an ESP framework in the context of federal 
agency’s development of their respective Enterprise Architectures were discussed.  Using the 
Zachman Framework as a foundation, we identify and implement modern analytic methods and 
techniques that will allow information security to be integrated seamlessly into the overall Enterprise 
Architecture (EA) of an agency or business.  Resulting ESP products are compatible with the Federal 
Enterprise Architecture (FEA) Reference Model, Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) 
guidelines, and provide the baseline for continuous Security Program Management as required by the 
Federal Information Security Management Act and prevailing corporate governance guidelines. In 
this paper, to implement developed techniques namely security knowledge management tools, we 
propose secure intelligent agents as “expert in a box”. In expert in box solution the knowledge exists 
virtually within the system itself in the form of a community of agents. In addition, to address security 
of mobile agents, which has paramount importance in the usage of mobile agents in today’s 
technology, new advanced techniques such as Blackbox Security, Mobile Cryptography and Code 
Obfuscation are proposed as direction to solve the security problems in mobile agent’s field. 
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